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NOTICE TO THE PROFESSIONS AND THE PUBLIC 
July 9, 2020 

The purpose of this notice is to provide an update on the Tribunal’s operations during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

FILING OF MATERIALS 
Since March 16, 2020, the Tribunal office has operated remotely. The Tribunal’s physical 
office has been closed and the Tribunal has not been able to accept any hard copy 
materials.  

Beginning July 13, 2020, parties may resume filing hard copy materials for the Tribunal 
record and to be distributed to the panel, which may make electronic hearings more 
efficient and effective. Hard copy materials can be filed by having them delivered to 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street W., Toronto, Ontario M5H 2N6. Law Society 
Professional Regulation Division counsel and staff should send materials to the Tribunal 
by inter-office mail. All boxes and envelopes should clearly indicate that the materials 
are for the Law Society Tribunal. Materials must be filed no later than one week before 
the hearing to which they relate to allow sufficient time for them to be processed and 
sent to the panel,  

Until further notice, the Tribunal will accept materials filed electronically or in hard copy 
(with the required number of copies as set out in Rule 5.10 of the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure). It will not require hard copies as set out in Rules 5.8(2) and (3). Parties are 
strongly encouraged to also file an electronic version of any documents filed in hard 
copy, even where it is not required under the rules. 

Electronic documents should be in pdf format and all documents for a hearing should be 
combined into one or a small number of pdf files. Each of the documents within a file 
should be identified with a clearly marked bookmark which, once clicked, will take the 
reader to the first page of the relevant document.  

FORMAT OF APPEARANCES 
Since March 16, 2020, all Proceeding Management Conferences (PMCs) and Pre-
Hearing Conferences (PHCs) have been held electronically. This will continue 
indefinitely. 

The Tribunal has also successfully held many hearings by videoconference, using the 
Zoom platform. This has included multi-day hearings with evidence. For more 
information about hearings by Zoom, see our guide here. 

https://lawsocietytribunal.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Zoom-Hearing-Protocol-EN.pdf
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In particular given the size and set-up of the Tribunal’s premises and hearing rooms and 
current public health restrictions, it will be many months before the Tribunal can return to 
the normal level of in-person hearings. Accordingly, for the foreseeable future 
hearings will take place by videoconference. 

We are evaluating the situation on an ongoing basis to determine whether and when it 
will be feasible to proceed with any in-person hearings, and are also exploring the 
possibility of modified in-person or hybrid hearings for a limited number of complex 
Hearing Division matters. As of now, the Tribunal has formally converted all in-person 
hearings scheduled until September 4, 2020, to videoconference. 

If any party with a hearing scheduled by videoconference wishes to raise issues about 
the format or conduct of the hearing, they should immediately request that the matter be 
placed on the next PMC agenda or, if there is a seized panel, that a case conference be 
scheduled. 

PUBLIC ATTENDANCE AT ELECTRONIC APPEARANCES 
Electronic hearings and PMCs are open to the public. Pre-hearing conferences, whether 
in person or electronic, are not public. To obtain connection information for a specific 
PMC or hearing, please contact the Tribunal at 416-947-5249 or tribunal@lso.ca. A 
calendar of upcoming hearings is available here. 

ADJOURNED HEARINGS 
Some hearings were adjourned between the months of March and July 2020 due to 
COVID-19. The Tribunal will be contacting the parties to reschedule these hearings or 
schedule a PMC for the purpose of rescheduling. 

LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS 
The Tribunal draws to parties’ attention the Hearings in Tribunal Proceedings 
(Temporary Measures) Act, 2020, SO 2020, c. 5, sched. 3 that came into effect on March 
25, 2020. Subsection 3(1) provides that a “tribunal may conduct a hearing in person, 
electronically, in writing or by a combination of them as the tribunal considers 
appropriate.” Subsection 3(2) allows for a tribunal to make orders and directions that the 
tribunal “considers appropriate in the circumstances” respecting the format of the 
hearing and matters ancillary to the hearing. Section 4 sets out that the Act prevails over 
other legislation and rules. 

The Tribunal’s processes are also affected by O. Reg. 73/20. Section 2 of this regulation 
provides that provisions that establish time periods within which a step must be taken in 
proceedings are suspended retroactive to March 16, 2020, subject to the discretion of 
the tribunal. 

mailto:tribunal@lso.ca
https://lawsocietytribunal.ca/upcoming-hearings-calendar/
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/20h05
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/20h05
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/200073
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REQUESTS TO ADMIT 
The Tribunal Chair has exercised his discretion under ss. 2 and 2.0.1(1)(e) of O. Reg. 
73/20 to end the suspension of time limits for requests to admit under the Tribunal Rules 
of Practice and Procedure. He has directed that the time limits to respond to a request to 
admit set out in Rule 11.3 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure shall apply to all 
requests to admit served on or after July 13, 2020, unless the Tribunal makes an order 
otherwise. 

CONCLUSION 
The pandemic has changed the way the Tribunal operates, but not our commitment to 
our core values of fairness, quality, transparency and timeliness. Increased use of 
electronic hearings will ensure that we continue to provide quality, timely adjudication 
while ensuring fairness to all parties and maintaining the transparency of our processes. 

https://lawsocietytribunal.ca/mission-and-core-values/
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